SMART 2.0MP WI-FI SOLAR HD BATTERY CAMERA

APP Name
Standard Lens

Features

Tuya Smart
3.6mm
Real Time Monitoring
Two-Way Audio
Night Vision Distance 10m
Rechargeable Batteries (Included); Last Up
To 8 Months;
Maximum Support 64GB TF Card
Support Motion Detection
Wake Up Mode

Product Details

•

Versatile Full HD & Stunning IR Night Vision: High quality versatile Full HD 1080P
2.0 Megapixels live video for no matter day and pitch dark. With 6pcs IR LEDs and
15m IR distance, IR-Cut night vision gives you fantastic night experience, you will
never be in dark.

•

Wireless: With the use of its rechargeable batteries, and solar powered panels, there
is no messy wiring or electrical sockets that need to be installed.

•

Quick WiFi Setup: Support remote monitoring and playback on mobile phone and
PC. Extremely quick one-step setup via QR code configuration, Live View Stream
Video and Two Way Audio Directly to Your iOS/Android Smartphone or Pad
anywhere anytime. You will never miss a moment.

•

Motion Detection: The camera will be triggered to record and track the body
automatically when motion is detected, then send notification to your phone at the
same time .

•

TF Card Storage & Cloud Service: Supports a maximum 64GB TF Card (not
included). Additional cloud storage service (on paid subscription) that provide 7 days
x 24 hours automatic recording, ensures all your videos safe and protected.

•

Versatile Full HD & Stunning IR Night Vision: High quality versatile Full HD 1080P
2.0 Megapixels live video for no matter day and pitch dark. With 6pcs IR LEDs and
15m IR distance, IR-Cut night vision gives you fantastic night experience, you will
never be in dark.

•

355° Coverage: 60.5° horizontal wide view-angle lens with 355° horizontal and 70°
vertical rotation range brings you a complete approach 360° coverage. It gives you

the whole view of your place. Commonly used for business and home security for
baby monitor, toddler/elder’s camera, pet camera.
•

Quick WiFi Setup: Support remote monitoring and playback on mobile phone and
PC. Extremely quick one-step setup via QR code configuration, Live View Stream
Video and Two-Way Audio Directly to Your iOS/Android Smartphone or Pad
anywhere anytime. You will never miss a moment.

•

Motion Detection: The camera will be triggered to record and track the body
automatically when motion is detected, then send notification to your phone at the
same time.

•

TF Card Storage & Cloud Service: Supports a maximum 64GB TF Card (not
included). Additional cloud storage service (on paid subscription) that provide 7 days
x 24 hours automatic recording, ensures all your videos safe and protected.

FAQ
Does the camera work wirelessly?
Yes, this camera works wirelessly, but if intended to fixed to a wall, it must be drilled in.
Does this camera work with Smart Speakers that come with a screen?
Unfortunately, there is no current support to view the cameras using the screen on a smart
speaker such as the Echo Show 5. The screen can be viewed on the Tuya Smart / Smart
Life app. Multiple cameras can be viewed at the same time.
Can I flip the image when hanging it upside down?
Yes, the image can be flipped through the app.
Can I select the time when I would like the camera to give me motion detection alerts?
Yes, you can schedule when you would like motion detection to be activated or de-activated.
Can I view the camera’s recordings through the app?
Yes, once a TF card has been installed, you can review previous recordings, depending on
the size of the TF card. We recommend a 64Gb TF card for the clearest viewing for up to 1
week.

Will the camera work with other Tuya devices?
Yes, the camera can be automated to work with other Tuya devices, such as turning on your
Tuya-connected garden lights when motion is detected. This can work as burglary deterrent.
What's the camera's viewing angle?
3.6 mm Lens, diagonal viewing angle: 100 degree
How long can the camera work without charging?
It can be used or 2-3 months if working 60 minutes a day (motion detection mode) with 4 pcs
of 18650 batteries.
Can customer and someone else monitor by phones at the same time?
The primary account of a camera can be shared with 8 mobile phones, but only 3 cameras
can be viewed online at the same time.

